## Courses requiring the MAT

Candidates intending to apply for entry to the following courses at the University of Oxford and Imperial College London are required to take the MAT.

For candidates applying to the University of Warwick, taking the test is encouraged (see below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **University of Oxford (O33)**    | G400 Computer Science
|                                   | IV15 Computer Science and Philosophy
|                                   | G100 Mathematics
|                                   | GG14 Mathematics and Computer Science
|                                   | GV15 Mathematics and Philosophy
|                                   | GG13 Mathematics and Statistics                                       |
|                                   | Information provided by the University of Oxford. You can confirm which test your course requires at [www.ox.ac.uk/tests](http://www.ox.ac.uk/tests). |
| **Imperial College London (I50)** | G100 Mathematics (3-year course)
|                                   | G103 Mathematics (4-year course)
|                                   | G125 Mathematics (Pure Mathematics)
|                                   | G104 Mathematics with a Year Abroad
|                                   | G1F3 Mathematics with Applied Mathematics/Mathematical Physics
|                                   | G102 Mathematics with Mathematical Computation
|                                   | G1G3 Mathematics with Statistics
|                                   | G1GH Mathematics with Statistics for Finance                            |
|                                   | You can find information about tests required by courses at Imperial College London at [www.imperial.ac.uk/mathematics](http://www.imperial.ac.uk/mathematics). |
| **University of Warwick (W20)**   | G100 Mathematics BSc
|                                   | G103 Master of Mathematics                                               |
|                                   | If you are applying to the University of Warwick, you are encouraged to take the MAT, [STEP](https://www.steptest.org.uk) or [TMUA](https://www.tmua.org.uk). Taking a test is not compulsory, but a good performance on the MAT or the Test of Mathematics for University Admission may result in a reduced offer. Find out more at [www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/maths/admissions/ug/aestep/](http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/maths/admissions/ug/aestep/). |

Further information relating to the MAT can be found at [admissiontesting.org/mat](http://admissiontesting.org/mat).
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